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Checkin
This is a bittersweet Check In for me because it
means saying goodbye and no one wants to say
goodbye to a good thing. This is both my first
and last issue as the editor of All Stages and it
feels very… tender. Artistic opportunities are
taking me from my family at Theatre Alberta but
planting me deeper into my community in Alberta,
an opportunity for which I am immensely grateful.
I love this province, this organization and its membership so much.
Our membership has challenged me and inspired me and I am a better artist for
its support. It’s likely that by the time you read these words I’ll be but a memory…
To the magazine!
Theatrical design is such a beautiful monster. Complicated, delicate, occasionally
expensive and usually an illusive skill to those of us untrained. Design creates our
first impression and often seals our last. A bare stage versus an elaborate mental
institution, for example, gives us clues to the world of the play before we hear a
word or see an actor. Sound moves our hearts and costumes make us laugh and cry
and dream (that we could wear clothes like that!). Every designer in this province,
at theatres big and small, shares the gift of their imagination with us and we are
lucky for it.
In this issue of All Stages Terry Gunvordahl and Colin Winslow take on the battle
royale of computer versus pencil; composer extraordinaire Richard McDowell
highlights ten considerations when diving into Sound Design; and Toronto-based
designer Ken Mackenzie takes us on a tour of his process on some Alberta shows.
Siobhan Vipond offers an Op-Ed on the need for organizing within the design
community and Patrick Finn shares his thoughts on the essential incorporation of
new technologies into theatrical practice. Finally, our Technical Editor Scott Peters
shares the page with three designers who have inspired his 25-year career.
Thanks for reading this issue of All Stages and a special thanks to Theatre
Alberta for an amazing couple of years! How blessed I have been. Please say
'hi' as you see me in my little silver car traversing the flat land of the QEII,
adventuring around our great province.

Michelle Kennedy
Editor
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Theatre Alberta and Alberta Playwrights’ Network have partnered
with The Banff Centre to present PlayWorks Ink 2013 – the 10th
edition – during Alberta Culture Days weekend. PlayWorks Ink is a
biennial theatre conference with a focus on playwriting, performance
creation, acting, and technical theatre. PlayWorks Ink brings together
the entirety of the Alberta Theatre Community: emerging artists,
professionals, teachers, community theatre members, and students.
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Nathan Pronyshyn and Brian Dooley in Ground Zero
Theatre/Hit & Myth's The Lieutenant of Inishmore.
Photo credit: Sean Dennie

Bleeding Art Industries, Calgary
Founded by Leo Wieser in 1994, Bleeding Art Industries is Alberta’s
preeminent theatrical special effects company whose award-winning
work is focused in five major areas: creative content production,
non-computer generated special effects, custom fabrication, product
sales and rentals.
All Stages spoke to Becky Scott, at Bleeding Art Industries to learn
more about the process and philosophy of this organization.
What are the biggest challenges to creating special effects for
the theatre?
It really depends on what special effect is being requested. There
are some amazing effects that can be done for the stage for very
little. Then there are those – especially if pyrotechnics are involved
– that can be very costly. One of the biggest challenges for us is that
special effects are often an afterthought for clients, so we’re called
part way through the process, or even later if a theatre tries to do
something themselves to save money but then discovers that the
effects just aren’t working. We would love to be involved right from
the get-go so we can provide better advice on what effects might
work and how to make them as cost effective as possible.
How can young people get involved in theatrical special effects?

Moment Factory
Moment Factory is a Montreal-based new media and
entertainment studio that specializes in the conception
and production of multimedia environments, combining
video, lighting, architecture, sound and special effects to
create remarkable and often interactive public experiences.
The company’s motto is We Do It In Public. For Moment
Factory, ‘public’ is all space that people inhabit and can
interact with: on the street, between walls, in traffic and
on stage.
Working out of a dynamic 20,000 square-foot studio,
Moment Factory’s team of 110 talented individuals have
created and executed more than 300 events, shows and
installations around the world. Their clients have included
Cirque du Soleil, Jay-Z, Madonna, Celine Dion and the Los
Angeles International Airport.
Be it a Super Bowl half-time show for Madonna, the
collapsing Boardwalk Hall in Atlantic City or an interactive
music wall for patients at a Montreal children’s hospital,
Moment Factory's work is changing the face and scope of
interactive design across the world.
www.momentfactory.com

Glowing "orbs" created by Moment Factory for Montreal band Arcade
Fire at Coachella.
Supplied

It depends what age you’re talking about. Having a theatre design
background can be helpful but so is getting your hands dirty
and learning how special effects equipment works, getting your
pyrotechnics certification and really learning as much as possible
about all the components. The more well-rounded one is, the better
served they are going forward in their careers. Leo Wieser's theatre
background has helped in the company’s film work and vice versa.
Different fields feed into others so it’s important not to restrict
oneself, even if you think that you’re only keen on one facet of the
theatre industry. Life has a way of throwing you curve balls and
opportunities open up that are unforeseen when you’re starting out.
Best to learn as much as possible and have a great work ethic and
attitude. And volunteer. You don’t have to have a paid position to
learn the ropes.
Past theatrical projects include The Lieutenant of Inishmore and Evil
Dead: The Musical (both for Ground Zero Theatre/Hit & Myth) and The
Wars (Theatre Calgary).
www.bleedingartindustries.com
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Design

By Patrick Finn

All Stages asked University of Calgary Professor Patrick
Finn to share highlights of his keynote address from the
2012 IDEA Summit Presented by the Banff Centre's Film &
Media Department (October 19-20, 2012).
“Any show without projection is a museum piece.”
That was the opening statement in a speech I gave as part of
the IDEA Summit at the Banff Centre in the autumn of 2012.
For this issue of All Stages, I was asked to expand on that sharp
declaration. It was, of course, a blatant provocation, but one
designed to foster conversation.
Across our country, live performance is undergoing radical change.
Many of our colleagues are asking why they are losing audience.
What is happening? How do we build a new following?
The answer is simple… and a little scary.
We are living through the greatest change in the way we think,
create and communicate in history. The changes that have occurred
as a result of the explosion of digital technology have altered every
aspect of our lives. Well, almost every aspect. In many ways, the
theatre industry has become a conservative repository for the way
life used to be.
A popular phrase issues the warning: may you be born in interesting
times. The expression, known as ‘the Chinese curse,’ is actually a 19th
Century British invention. We have most certainly been born into
interesting times, and as a result will spend the rest of our lives
living at a breathtaking pace.
For artists, there is a special responsibility that comes with such
a tectonic shift. From the earliest days of the theatre, those who
worked in live performance did so in order to help people face the
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Once Upon An Atom Bomb, Green Fools Theatre. Set design by Daniela Masellis.
Photo credit: Benjamin Laird

challenges of the day. The theatre artist embodies the nuances of
contemporary living so as to help us negotiate the torments of
mortality and explore the vicissitudes of everyday life. These are
lofty expectations, but I believe artists can indeed bring catharsis
and connection to society.
So let us ask ourselves – are we doing that? Are we staging shows
that help us deal with the fact that every aspect of the world has
changed? Or, have we become anesthetists, specializing in the
sleep-inducing application of nostalgia? When I spoke in Banff,
I did so in strong terms because I think we need to pick up the
pace of invention to catch up with our audience. We’re changing,
but too slowly.
We have still not come to terms with microphones in the theatre, let
alone newer media. I say newer rather than new media because the
information revolution already happened. Its founders are dead or
retired. There is nothing new about new technology except for those
who want to live in the past. We are of course free to live in that
past, and if we stay there, we can produce shows. Those shows will
probably attract curious crowds in the same way exhibits featuring
actors churning butter in heritage parks do.
In an issue of Theatre Research in Canada, Bruce Barton and
Bruce Kirkley explored the topic of intermediality. In an article for
that collection, author Jean-Marc Larrue asks why in theatre do
we continue to assert that genuine existence is somehow preelectronic? Why do we train actors to stand and use their voices for
ancient amphitheaters? There is a paradox here – no one questions
electronic illumination but we somehow view electronic sound and
projection as inauthentic.

Design
Why is it that we are using 20th Century lighting and 19th Century
sound to tell stories to a 21st Century audience? Philosopher Slavoj
Zizek calls this the New Age rejection of science. It is a retreat into
a mystical land that seeks to ignore modern technology and its
implications. In the theatre this manifests as a wholesale resistance
to media as one part of a rejection of science.
Our lives are multimedia and multifocal and always have been.
Ask yourself: does your life involve any moments where you sit in
a room in a country house having tea and discussing interesting
marriage prospects? Or how about the 1970s version: standing in a
kitchen drinking a beer discussing sexual prospects while waiting
for an edgy neighbour to enter with a socially conscious narrative
for you to explore? Why are so many of our shows based on a
form of living we know to be philosophically, aesthetically and
technically dead?
Nostalgia.
When the printing press swept through Europe and then England,
many railed against the threat of the new technology. They did
everything they could to resist the new modes of expression.
They called those who embraced the new forms shallow and
opportunistic. We can now understand that those were the dying
groans of the manuscript age. The groans are back but this time the
extinction is bigger, badder and coming on fast.
We are scared. And we should be. Change is coming so quickly it is
hard to get our bearings. What’s more, it is now clear that we will
not see the end of this change in our lifetimes. We are the ones
who are cursed with having been born in interesting times. How
do we know that? One of the ways we can see it is in our desire to
retreat into stories about the good old days. And when we tell those
stories… we wrap them up in the technology of yesteryear.

shows that deny the nature of reality perpetrate a fraud on the
public? Of course it does – and that’s why they’re staying home. Or
at least that’s why people who were born recently are staying home.
We are dying on the bubble of a generational shift.
There are of course exceptions… lots and lots of exceptions. And
as for older forms, there will always be a market for curatorial work.
I love classical theatre and I always will. But the best classical
work today is being staged from our world so that it connects to
contemporary experience. It’s evolution: adapt or die. Don’t like it?
Churn some butter.
We do not need to have complex media in every show, but their
exclusion should be an active choice. Mediated sound and visuals
should be considered part of our every day life because they are
part of our every day life. The decision should be to exclude them
from shows for artistic reasons, not add them as if to enhance or
alter reality.
During my talk in Banff, I reflected on a passage from the Buddhist
teacher Pema Chodron. She cautions us away from thinking of
enlightenment as entailing a quiet, calm and relaxing feeling.
Enlightenment, she says, feels like that moment when you lean
too far back in a chair and you are just about to fall. That’s what
enlightenment feels like. And that’s what great theatre feels like.
But wait – if great theatre makes you feel like that, why don’t we
make all of our shows that way?
continues on page 7

The problem with that retreat is that we don’t live in the good old
days. We weren’t even alive when they happened. Not only that,
the good old days were not that good for most people. As Steven
Pinker and other scholars have demonstrated – we are living in the
most peaceful, free time in history. The good old days we usually
see portrayed dramatically are days that never happened – or if they
did, they did so on the backs of most of our ancestors. Don’t like
politics? Let’s talk tech.
Most of us spend our days looking at screens. Smart phones, tablets,
televisions, movie screens and computers take up huge portions of
our time. Our cities are covered in screens and filled with sounds
competing for our attention. As a result, our brains have changed.
The long form narrative is no longer the most common form of
information exchange. Indeed, it is exceedingly rare for us to
experience moments dedicated to unidirectional information.
Our audiences are living multimedia lives. But when they walk into
our shows, they are often presented with novelistic narratives about
lives they do not live. What is that? How does that connect to the
way you live? The problem is not just content – it’s the presentation
of reality we bring to the stage when we create from a world of
outdated tech.
Consider this: given how our world has changed and given the
artist’s role as the examiner of life, doesn’t staging old-fashioned

Patrick Finn.
Supplied
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Design

Les échos de nos patelins at L'UniThéâtre.
Set design by Daniela Masellis.
Photo credit: Pierre Boutet

continued from page 5
Nostalgia. It’s a diminishing market, but you can still sell it to the
long-term addicts.
When you live in a time of great change, you feel like you’re falling
most of the time. As a result, we sometimes want to feel more
stable. We want to pretend that the world isn’t as vast and complex
as it is. We want to pretend that relativity, quantum mechanics and
evolutionary biology never came and challenged our perception of
what we consider real. We want to pretend we are separate beings
with essential natures and glowing auras. And who could blame us?
Enlightenment – scientific or spiritual – is tough on the system.
Our problem is one of responsibility. The real service to our
overwhelmed audience comes when we bring catharsis to the hi-tech
21st Century.
We need cathartech.
During the technological change that occurred when books came
to replace manuscripts, the West experienced a Renaissance. The
foundation of that time was the reimagining of classical work in
order to represent the challenges of the present day. They staged
their technological revolution and in so doing turned it to their
artistic and intellectual advantage. How big was that change?
In one generation their public performances went from the torture
of animals and staging of lessons from the Bible to Doctor Faustus,
Hamlet and King Lear.
Where is our Renaissance? Where is our change of that
magnitude? Where is our reexamination of our practice in light of
all that has changed?
The answer must come from the forms we live with each day. Only by
embracing the technologies our audiences use, and embedding them
in artistic practice, can we hope to live up to our responsibility as
artists. The Ancient Greeks staged plays that helped citizens face the
complexities of life in their time. Shakespeare did the same thing.

How many more novels do we need to stage for our audiences? Why
not start helping us deal with social media, globalization, the death
of lifelong careers, the crumbling social safety net, climate change,
the creativity revolution, neuroplasticity, drones, big data, privacy
and the digitization of culture?
Allow me to close by mentioning another performance element from
jolly old England: the straw man. The straw man was – and is – an
agonizingly crude staging of public execution reenacted to keep old
hatreds alive. It is also a phrase used to describe the creation of a
false enemy for the purposes of polemic. You’ve just endured a round
of me burning a straw man. I am well aware that none of us are
ignorant of the changes I am discussing, and the imagined Luddite I
am excoriating does not really exist. But then again…
I am lobbying for faster change at a time when change has come
so fast it has caught most of us off guard. I make the argument
because I believe that performing artists are needed as much –
if not more – than at any other time in history. In this time of
mediated existence, there is a dearth of embodied experience.
Yet, we do not need to lobby for the body; our bodies will do that
for us. We are warm-blooded creatures that relentlessly pursue
warm-blooded experience. However, we need to meet our audiences
in the public square of today in order to engage the ideas and
bodies of today. That means a production schedule that gives as
much time to audio and visual as it does to set, costume and lights.
Finally, the scariest news of all: new technology is not labour
saving, it’s labour changing. We still need all of our traditional
skills; they are as dynamic a mode of information technology as any
other, we just need to admit that they are also no better than their
new companions.
Patrick Finn works at the University of Calgary where he
divides his time between the Department of Drama and the
Department of Communication and Culture. His primary interest
is in human performance and the various forms of technology we
use to express ourselves.
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The Process
All Stages asked Toronto-based designer Ken MacKenzie to share his creative process with us. For this issue we wanted The Process to
serve as a storyboard, or a visual map for the creation of these two Alberta shows.

Kim’s Convenience
at Theatre Calgary
by Ins Choi
Set and costume design by
Ken MacKenzie
Kim’s Convenience began at the Toronto
Fringe Festival where it experienced great
success. The design for the Fringe production
was dictated by the limitations of storage
space and money, providing the audience
and actors with just enough production
elements to clearly communicate a
community convenience store.
In 2011, Soulpepper Theatre expressed
interest in producing a full-scale remount
of Kim’s Convenience. As the scenic
designer, I took to various Toronto
neighborhoods to document the details
of convenience stores as research for the
remount. After collecting many photographs
and inspirational details, I completed the
white model and some digital sketches
and storyboards in collaboration with the
director Weyni Mengesha.
In the coming months the show will begin
a national tour to larger venues including
the National Arts Centre in Ottawa and
Theatre Calgary.
Kim's Convenience will run at Theatre
Calgary from September 2-29, 2013 in the
Max Bell Theatre.

All photos in The Process are Supplied
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The Process

The Ends of the Earth

Set Design by Ken MacKenzie

at Vertigo Theatre
by Morris Panych
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Textually, The Ends of the Earth
features a lot of mirroring and
repetition requiring the design
elements to assist in creating
a sense of repetition and
symmetrical architecture. By using
a series of increasingly smaller
prosceniums (which were based
on the architecture of the George
Washington Bridge in New York) the
hope was to create a sense of single
direction for the action that became
more and more claustrophobic as the
play progressed.

Ken MacKenzie is a Resident Artist at Soulpepper Theatre in Toronto and a graduate of CalArts in Los Angeles, California. Ken was nominated
for a 2013 Betty Mitchell award for Outstanding Set Design for The Ends of the Earth.
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Richard McDowell compusing at the National
Arts Centre in Ottawa.
Photo credit: Chip Robb

One Sound Designer’s Top Ten
Best Practices
By Richard McDowell

5

Keep it clean. Learn to master your own recordings and do your
best to make them pristine. If you hear unwanted noise in your
creations the audience can too.

6

If your task is to provide any sort of immersive natural (or
unnatural) ambient sound then consider its purpose in relation
to the performance and create accordingly. You usually don’t
have to be too literal. Just help the audience along.

7

How tricky do you want to be? Many larger theatres now have
extremely sophisticated sound systems that can place sound
anywhere within the theatre. With the audience’s eyes and
ears focused on the stage, you might ask yourself whether that
cue coming from the rear wall of the theatre was cool or just
annoying.

8

Get the actors involved and interesting things can happen.
I’ve placed hidden microphones or trigger pads in the set. The
signals fed to me are manipulated with special effects before
being reintroduced back into the playing space. A tabletop
becomes a wild percussive instrument. An open liquor cabinet
becomes a cave.

9

Learn as much as you can about sound systems. Nothing you
create will be appreciated if there isn’t a good sound system in
the performance space. Make sure there is.

All Stages asked One Yellow Rabbit's Richard McDowell to pull
together a list of the Top 10 challenges people face when jumping
into sound design for the theatre.
I have been the Composer in Residence for One Yellow Rabbit
Performance Theatre and it's a great gig! I compose original music
and create sound designs on a computer. I like to call it compusing.
I’ve also worked with many other people and companies but with
One Yellow Rabbit I always operate, run, perform or otherwise play
my own work during the performance. Hands on from start to finish.
Who’d want it any other way?
Aside from a few common sense rules regarding the quality of
your sound creations almost anything goes, right? One designer’s
perceived error is another’s stroke of brilliance: “Why didn’t I think of
that?” As such, I thought it best I outline my own best practices:
1

2

3

4

Live theatre is a collaborative effort. The sound design is only
one piece of the larger puzzle. If it doesn’t support the story
we are trying to tell, it isn’t doing the job.
Don’t be too precious about anything you create. If it isn’t
right, don’t use it. At One Yellow Rabbit we use a phrase called
the ‘Skin Crawl Factor.’ If any piece makes your skin crawl, that
piece usually gets the boot.
Sound design can be thought of as a unique character voice in
its own right. Think unique but not so distinct as to impose its
own personality over the others.
Imagine the performance space. You might create your work
at home listening through expensive headphones or sitting in
front of pristine studio monitors but it will probably be played
back through a much larger sound system in a much larger
space. Imagine how you will reproduce that intimate experience
for an audience.

10 Respect your audience and their ears. Noise pollution is
everywhere and the din of the world is getting louder. No need
for you to follow suit unless absolutely necessary.
Nothing has more potential to be as wild or as experimental than
live theatre, so I say, “Just get it on!”
Richard McDowell has been the resident sound designer and
composer at One Yellow Rabbit for 28 years. When not in Calgary he
lives in Mexico City, Mexico.
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Don' t
Throw Away
Your Pencils

Costume design for Robert
McLellan's Jamie the 'Saxt.
By Colin Winslow.
Supplied

By Colin Winslow
The invention of the pencil in the 16th Century was a technological
innovation comparable to the introduction of personal computers in
the 20th Century. The pencil soon became an indispensable tool for
artists and designers – it is inexpensive and versatile and still sits
on our desks today (alongside our computers).
Many theatre designers now view their computers as a substitute
for traditional drawing skills. A grave mistake, for the simple
pencil can perform tasks that are far beyond the capabilities of
the computer. The design process inevitably begins with an ‘ideas’
meeting with the director and, as the discussion centres mainly
upon visual aspects, the designer will soon reach for a pencil and
start making rapid sketches. It is not only the designer who grabs
the pencil, for often the director will wrench it from the designer’s
fingers with an apologetic, “I can’t draw of course, but I think it
should be like this...”
The pixel-addict will tell you that a digital sketchpad can be
equally effective, but this merely reveals a delight in technology
for its own sake rather than for its usefulness. A pressure-sensitive
stylus is no match for a pencil when it comes to ease of use and
the technology can easily become a barrier to the free exchange of
ideas. Ideas flow through the simple, unintimidating pencil with
a spontaneity that even the most sophisticated software cannot
replicate. An attempt to disguise a lack of genuine artistic ability

with digital technology is doomed to failure and a theatre designer
who feels their drawing skills are inadequate needs to make some
effort to improve them. Photoshop is no substitute.
At a later stage in the design process, however, the computer
really comes into its own: it is unsurpassed for producing technical
drawings, and for the first time in a long career, my studio no
longer contains a drafting board. It does contain a table for making
scale models, though now I also create digital models to produce
photo-realistic images of what a finished set will look like on
stage. But a digital model alone is not enough. A physical, scale
model can be used by the director to plan blocking; by the shop as
an important visual aid to building and painting the set; and not
least, by the designer to communicate their design in detail to cast
and technicians.
Many costume designers also use a graphics tablet to produce
their designs, but again, this is no substitute for the sensitivity
of a pencil, for the resulting designs show an inevitable sterility.
The creative designer will often combine techniques by scanning
rough sketches, editing them digitally and printing them out again
to make final adjustments by hand, combining the flexibility of
freehand drawing with the advantages offered by the computer.
However, when the designs reach wardrobe, the pencil again takes
over, for during detailed discussions with costume technicians,
some additional sketches are usually required, often made on the
actual designs themselves.
As creative artists, we would be foolish to abandon the tools
that have served us so well for centuries. Computers are now
essential for a multitude of tasks, but the designer still needs those
traditional drawing skills to make the best use of them. When we
attempt to describe images, words become painfully inadequate.
Even a few tentative lines on a scrap of paper can convey visual
information much more efficiently and with less chance of
misinterpretation. So keep those pencils handy.

Rough set design sketches in pencil. By Colin Winslow.
Supplied
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Colin Winslow is a stage designer, lecturer and teacher with many
years of international professional experience. He has taught stage
design at many colleges and universities in the UK, and currently
teaches at the University of Alberta.

Design

By Terry Gunvordahl
I’ve been around. I remember autotransformer dimmers and tape
decks. I remember patt 23s and dry pigments. The tools we use to
create theatre are constantly in flux and the techniques we use
to create designs are also constantly changing. As we incorporate
developments in technology (though rarely developed specifically
for the theatre) we improve our ability to communicate, to create
and to translate—not only from the page to the stage but also
from imagination to production.
My own communication process was challenged as the set designer
for the film The Assassination of Jesse James by the Coward Robert
Ford. I was told that the show was all to be hand drafted. I hadn’t
hand drafted in ages. It was 2007 for God’s sake. I saw the level
of accomplishment by others working on the show where every
sheet of drafting was a work of art worthy of framing. I only used
drafting to communicate how to build something in the simplest
possible language; drafting was just a means to an end. Someone,
however, was working on a computer and what he was doing was
mesmerizing. It was a new 3D program called SketchUp. It was
intuitive and let me see quickly how things did or did not work,
something you occasionally miss in 2D drafting. The application
of this technology for theatre was obvious: sightlines from any
seat in the house; a walk-through of the design from the actors’
perspective; and the communication of complicated scenic elements,
efficiently translated into construction drawings. The more I worked
with it, the more I pushed the boundaries of what it could do and

Double Indemnity at Vertigo Theatre. Set design by Terry Gunvordahl.
Supplied

what I could do with it. How would projections work on the set?
What kind of finish would look best on the floor, the wall, the
furniture? I could see various options with the click of my mouse.
All that said, the process still starts with a pencil and a piece of
paper (all too often, a napkin). But I don’t have the patience or
time to build a detailed scale model with which to communicate
an enormous amount of ideas to those with the skills to translate
them to the stage. New developments in sound, lighting and
projections (both in software and hardware) expand our ability as
designers to do more with the stage, efficiently and effectively.
Limiting use of new technologies may hinder not only the designer
but also the creation of scripts and stories that incorporate
technology in a seamless and transparent way.
The responsibility of the designer is to support the script, the
actors, the director and the audience’s experience. This can take
so many different forms and be such an exciting learning
experience for all collaborators. A sound designer recently said
to me, “This new software lets me be better than I really am.”
As new technology develops, designers have a responsibility to see
if it can help us communicate the images in our head, and not to
prejudice these new techniques by our past. Technology can create,
as well as solve, problems so we must acquire a solid grounding in
the basics to effectively utilize the tools that become available.

SketchUp rendering of Double Indemnity at Vertigo Theatre.
Set design by Terry Gunvordahl.
Supplied

Terry Gunvordahl has designed more than three hundred shows for
theatres across Canada. In addition to designing for the stage his
designs have appeared in film, television, museum exhibits, and
commercial projects.
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Q2Q
Technical Director and did an amazing
job coordinating the production, which
I can honestly attest that we did for
under $200. There was a lot of styrofoam
carving, great painting, sod and an
evocative lighting design.”

By Scott Peters
Every year in Alberta hundreds of theatre
students graduate and head out to make
their way into the Alberta theatre scene.
Some flourish and some wither, but all
depend on the kindness and help of those
already working in the community. After
25 years in the theatre industry, I look
back to three designers I worked with in
my fledgling years that helped me, inspired
me and gave me hope that a future in the
theatre was not only possible, but also
enriching, rewarding and essential.

Richmond. When I met Jim he was the
Artistic Director of Phoenix Theatre in
Edmonton, where I was Technical Director
and sometimes Production Manager.
Together we worked on dozens of plays
with Jim as the director, sometimes set
designer and sometimes performer. One
of my favorites was Mamet’s American
Buffalo where Jim took on all three roles in
cathartic stage carnage every night.
Jim has also been the Artistic Director at
Sudbury Theatre Centre where he designed
(he feels) his best set for his production
of Amadeus (1998). But designing set and
lights for an independent production of
Dancing at Lughnasa at the Rice Theatre
in Edmonton may have been the most
rewarding. “Jody Longworth was our

And how much does a good technical team
mean to a production? “It makes or breaks
[it]. Everyone is an artist, whether in
building a nuanced sound cue or smoothly
transitioning a set piece on and off stage.
There is an artistry in every action done
and they must all support and mesh with
each other.”
How has theatrical design changed since
he began? “I ran sound cues off of reel-toreels, fixing the leader tape mid-show when
a splice broke. I operated lighting systems
that technical students today would
consider equipment from Frankenstein’s
laboratory. Design has advanced so far that
it inspires but boggles me as well.”
Finally, what advice would he give young
designers today? “Take art history, go
to museums, watch movies, study the
psychology of color. Absorb as much as
you can. Be a sponge. Find a central motif
or visceral image that evokes the world of
the play.” Jim Guedo is currently the Chair
of Theatre Arts at MacEwan University
in Edmonton.

Jim Guedo.
Supplied

Jim Guedo. Jim studied theatre design
at the University of Saskatchewan, under
his mentor Ted Roberts, designing shows
like Tom Stoppard’s Jumpers and Eugene
O’Neill’s Long Day’s Journey Into Night.
The Passion of Dracula (1979) was his
first professional show at Saskatoon’s
Persephone Theatre, directed by Brian
14
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Molly Sweeney at Sudbury Theatre Centre. Set and Lighting design by Jim Guedo.
Supplied

Q2Q
actually heighten an actor’s performance. It
is as essential to the ethos of a production
as the idea itself."

Morris Ertman.

Morris goes on to say: "It is also true that
technicians, at their best, are amazing
problem solvers. The best technical team
sees a way to execute an idea that, through
any other set of eyes, is not achievable.
They are as imaginative in their work as are
the creative team and the performers. What
we do in the theatre is something that is
bigger than the sum of its parts. When a
great technical team puts mind and soul
to their work, they inspire everyone right
through to the audience.”

Supplied

Morris Ertman. I also met Morris at
Phoenix Theatre where he was often Set,
Costume and Lighting Designer on any
given show. I particularly remember his set
for Carol Churchill’s Mad Forest – a moving,
shifting stone wall that was breathtaking
to watch in action.
Schooled at the University of Alberta,
Morris claims Brian Currah and Colin
Winslow as mentors in his early years.
Like a lot of designers, Morris looks to
recent work as his favorites: Road To Mecca
(2010), Queen Milli of Galt (2011) and
Cotton Patch Gospel (2013), all produced at
Rosebud Theatre where Morris is the current
Artistic Director. “It has to do with the
remarkably fine execution by the shop and
the fact that the sets transform emotionally
and metaphorically with the progression of
the stories.”

Road to Mecca at Rosebud Theatre. Set design by
Morris Ertman.
Photo credit: Morris Ertman

How much does the crew play into this?
“A design is nothing if not executed
exquisitely. The technical team brings the
detail and finesse to the design. I know from
experience that a well-executed design will

Cotton Patch Gospel at Rosebud Theatre. Set design
by Morris Ertman.
Photo credit: Morris Ertman

Although technology has evolved
exponentially over the past few years,
“design is still basically the same in my
mind,” says Morris. “Designers must still
create a framework, within which the story
can unfold, that delivers the performer to
the audience in an evocative way.”
David Skelton. David also trained at the
University of Alberta and was designing for
Phoenix Theatre when I met him. He was
a young designer that was ‘pushing the
envelope’ and his sets are perhaps the most
artistically creative that I have worked on.
David is currently the Artistic Director at
Nakai Theatre in Whitehorse, YK.
Of one of his favorites, Snowman (2005)
by Greg MacArthur at Nakai Theatre, David
says: “I designed lights, set and costumes.
The set was minimal: a rock and a tree,
fashioned out of real human hair, provided
small points on the stage around which
the actors could be revealed in very small
slivers of light, only partially revealed,
half faces and bodies. The texture and
resonance of the human hair was evocative

David Skelton.
Supplied

and unsettling. The secondary design
palette was based on the purple, grey and
yellow of a bruise. Because the lighting
coverage for each scene was so small,
black was the major colour of the play.
The lack of light was not just a frame: it
was a scenic element, the landscape, the
set. Also, tension and visual mystery was
created by three boulders that hung over
the actors. The boulders changed their
positions from scene to scene, suggesting
the shifting, disorienting landscape.”
When asked about the technical team that
creates the designer’s vision, David says,
“I assume that a technical team knows
much more than I about how to create my
designed element. Good technical teams
make my vision better than I imagined.
A good technical team teaches me,
makes me aware of how to do things.
I like to bring them things that challenge
them because I hugely respect their
craftsmanship. It also suggests that they
have ownership of the event that appears
on stage. Too often, techs are cut off from
the excitement of the event.”
David gets the last word, to up and comers:
“Listen to everyone. Talk to everyone.
Observe the world. Be vulnerable. Respect
and follow your vision. Make mistakes. Find
the excitement in the work. Make the work
your own. Be prepared to throw things out.
Gain inspiration from the other members of
the team: collaborate.”
Scott Peters is All Stages' Technical Editor.
He has worked in theatre design and
technical theatre for 25 years and recently
won a Sterling Award for Outstanding
Lighting Design for Let The Light Of Day
Through at Theatre Network.
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Opinion
ACTRA, IATSE, Canadian Actors’ Equity and our brother and sister
organizations in the United States have helped to ensure that
actors, stage managers, directors, technicians and other artists
enjoy fair compensation.
If you are a designer I would urge you to ask for support from your
fellow designers, your production managers and your crew. We all
want a show to look great and be successful but that should not
be on the back of any one person. The freebies and favours that
permeate a designer’s career should be the exception not the rule.

By Siobhan Vipond
Designers don’t get their fair due in the theatre world. The solution
is organizing.
Despite the highly skilled and time-consuming nature of their
work, designers are often paid an inferior wage, especially when
compared to other roles in the theatre workforce. And while this
gap might stem from neglect rather than malice, it belittles their
contributions and is detrimental to the industry.
The economic realities of working as a designer are not usually a
big issue for new graduates who are trying to build a portfolio.
The excitement of getting paid to do what they love is often
enough. This excitement is fleeting, however, when the pay cheque
is insufficient to cover rent, bills and modest food requirements.
While there are some notable exceptions, and a few designers who
are well compensated, many great designers are unable to make a
living solely from theatrical productions.

I would also like to urge designers to contact Associated Designers
of Canada (ADC) for support. They describe themselves as "a
national, professional non-profit arts service organization dedicated
to promoting, pursuing and protecting the interests of set,
costume, lighting, projection and sound designers working within
the performing arts in Canada." This association does everything
from negotiating collective agreements and providing assistance
with individual contracts to providing benefits. I do not work for
ADC nor am I affiliated with them, but I appreciate the work done
for individuals through the power of many.
We need to reach out to our design colleagues and help them
realize the benefits of unionizing. The conversation needs
to be changed from what theatres can afford, to how we can
give designers the financial protections necessary so they can
concentrate solely on their artistic craft.
I encourage everyone to follow their artistic dreams. Happiness
cannot be replaced by money; however, happiness can and should
coexist with a living wage, employment protections, retirement and
health benefits and artistic satisfaction.

Designers are usually classed as self-employed contractors or as
casual employees. This means they often do not receive retirement
or health benefits. When self-employed, the employer doesn’t even
contribute to CPP, EI or WCB. Theatre work is often unpredictable
and while dry spells between shows can be difficult for those who
are modestly paid, they are often devastating for those at the
bottom of the economic ladder. A couple thousand dollars per show
doesn’t go far when the gigs are few and far between, especially
when taxes are deducted.
Part of the problem is that designers are rarely paid by the hour.
Instead, they are paid a lump sum for a production that may seem
impressive at first but upon close inspection doesn’t pass muster.
Lump sum payments rarely cover the hours of research, days of
building and weeks of technical integration. And in some theatres,
you also have to paint your own sets and sew your own costumes.
The solution is organizing.
The labour movement has been successful for generations at
stepping into work environments where vulnerable employees need
help, standing together with members to negotiate fair wages
and benefits. With the precarious nature of theatre employment,
16
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Siobhan Vipond.
Supplied

Siobhan Vipond is the Secretary Treasurer of the Alberta Federation
of Labour representing over 150,000 unionized workers in the
province. Siobhan is a graduate of the MacEwan Theatre Production
Program and is a proud member of IATSE Local 210.
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